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Rosetta Stone®
Official Site of the Award-Winning Language-Learning Software
www.RosettaStone.com

Learn like a Spy
World's leading language method. Same course used by FBI & CIA.
PimsleurApproach.com

ROBO Opportunity
April 14
See how robots can increase job, career & business success. Boston
www.mobilerobots.eventbrite.com

Stone Languages
Need Stone Languages? See Stone Languages.
GreenBoatStuff.com

Buy Software on Sale
www.amazon.com
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Upcoming Events

April 11, 2009
The RoboGames Town Hall

April 12, 2009
Byobw 2009

April 15, 2009
The Next Web Conference 2009
CC Salon SF

April 18, 2009
Stumptown Comics Fest

April 19, 2009
Los Angeles WordPress Users Group

May 10, 2009
How Weird Street Faire

May 18, 2009
SanFran MusicTech Summit 4

May 25, 2009
Flight of the Conchords

May 27, 2009
Google I/O 2009

All of Laughing Squid’s events on Upcoming

more San Francisco events on The Squid List

- Laughing Squid on
  - Blip.tv
  - Brightkite
  - del.icio.us
  - Digg
  - Disqus
  - Dopplr
  - Facebook
  - Flickr
  - FriendFeed
  - Google
  - Identi.ca
  - LinkedIn
  - Mixx
  - MySpace
  - Reddit
  - StumbleUpon
The Rosetta Disk Online - 1,500 Languages In A Browser Window

posted by Aaron Muszalski on Tuesday, March 24th, 2009

guest post by Aaron Muszalski

Thanks to the rather clever folks at The Long Now Foundation’s Rosetta Project, you can now explore the contents of their Rosetta Disk in your browser window.
Inspired by the historic [Rosetta Stone](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosetta_Stone), the [Rosetta Disk](http://www.rosetta-disk.com) is intended to be “a durable archive of human languages” as well as “an aesthetic object that suggests a journey of the imagination across culture and history”. Made of nickel alloy (with a 2,000 year life expectancy), the physical Disk is three inches across, and micro-etched with over 13,000 pages of language documentation, covering over 1,500 languages.

[On the front side of the disk] the text begins at eye-readable scale and spirals down to nano-scale. This tapered ring of languages is intended to maximize the number of people that will be able to read something immediately upon picking up the Disk, as well as implying the directions for using it—‘get a magnifier and there is more.’

The [online version](http://laughingsquid.com/the-rosetta-disk-online-1500-languages-in-a-browser-window) allows viewers to zoom into, and scroll through the entire contents of both sides of the disk, and easily read pages of information which, on the physical disk, are only .019 inches, or half a millimeter, across.

image by [The Rosetta Project](http://www.rosetta-disk.com) & photo by [Lincoln Smith](http://laughingsquid.com/the-rosetta-disk-online-1500-languages-in-a-browser-window)
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Related Posts:

- [Google Chrome Open Source Browser Announced via Comic](http://laughingsquid.com/google-chrome-open-source-browser-announced-comic)
- PMOG, A Browser-Based Passively Multiplayer Online Game
- TimesMachine, 70 Years of The New York Times Archives
- Comic Book Cover Browser

For more content like this, subscribe to the RSS feed, Twitter & FriendFeed.
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Languages Online Class
Find Languages classes online or at a campus near you!
WashingtonPost.com/Education

Robotics Training Online
Train for Robotics at your own pace in the comfort of your own home!
online-tech-training.com/Robotics

Learning Languages Online
Need Learning Languages Online? See Learning Languages Online.
bellevuecollege.edu
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Please see our Comment Guidelines before posting.
Real Name (Required, anonymous comments will not be approved)

Email Address (Required, will not be published)

Website URL (Required)

Submit Comment

- Because of comment spam issues, all comments are manually approved, so if your comment is approved it may take a while for your comment to appear on this blog post.

- Due to rampant abuse, we are no longer posting anonymous comments. Please list your real name and link to website, Twitter, Flickr, etc.

- If your comment was not approved, then it was because of one of the reasons listed in our Comment Guidelines.

If you would like a Gravatar to show up with your comment? Just sign-up for an account and any comment with your email address will display your Gravatar.

http://laughingsquid.com/the-rosetta-disk-online-1500-language...
art, culture and technology from San Francisco and beyond

- host your website or blog with Laughing Squid
- Laughing Squid is run by primary tentacle Scott Beale.

Scott is also the publisher & editor of this blog, joined by several guest bloggers.

These are some of our friends & co-conspirators.

Here's our contact info.

For more info on Laughing Squid, please see our FAQ.
- Laughing Squid on Twitter
  - reminder: Laughing Squid Los Angeles Drinkup tonight, 7pm at The Cat & Fiddle in Hollywood, here's more info http://bit.ly/185fKV 15 minutes ago
- Laughing Squid Links
- Subscribe to Laughing Squid
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Recent Comments

- **John Law Bridge Stories Book Reading & Film Screening in Portland** (1)
  - **Kevin Evans**: Go git ‘em John!

- **Blogging At 37,000 Feet via Gogo Inflight Wi-Fi on Virgin America** (2)
  - **Andrew Mager**: So awesome. One day you will blog from a space shuttle.
  - **Kathryn**: Glad to see some positive comments on this. I’ve read way too many posts by people complaining about it - expressing silly fears...

- **Squid iPhone Cases by Hine Mizushima** (2)
  - **thomas romer**: worth seeing Hine’s flickr set also: http://bit.ly/aVJ96. In particular I am obsessed with this awesome image which is worth a blog...
Enter Doormat by Pieter Woudt (2)

- Rob: So is a return doormat available for inside when the person leaves??
- thomas romer: easily the BEST DOORMAT EVER!

It Took Joel Bauer 25 Years To Design His Ultimate Business Card (46)

- Medium D: Bullshit Guaranteed! Vid 1: “This card IS expensive. It’s about $4 a card.” Vid 2: “It’s not expensive by...
- Philip Smith: Why would anyone brag that it took him 25 years to develop THIS? In 25 years Silicon Valley produced Cisco, Ebay, Google, Yahoo, the...
- Guy: The fact that it does not fit in a rolodex: is it not defying the purpose of a business card? (I think someone said something similar above.)...
- Printclick: Haha this guy is quite the character. Nice find!

Dave Arneson 1947-2009, Co-Creator of Dungeons & Dragons (1)

- Jason Schupp: Webcomic Order of the Stick has a fun tribute to him for today’s strip.

How to Take Off & Land a Virgin Atlantic Boeing 747 (LHR > SFO) (40)

- fermin briceno f: Dear sir: Thanks a lot for sharing these fantastic videos. I am just another huge fan of air traffic control communications and...

Crush All Hu-Mans! Diesel Sweeties Book Featuring Red Robot (3)

- ron turner: hey, should last gasp carry this book? although I am a hu-man I side with the robots on the crushing thing. how many nano robots does...
- Scott Beale: Thanks Rob, I’ve updated the post.

Everyone Poops, A Film Adaptation of the Classic Children’s Book (1)
• **Michael:** A saw that book for the first time at a friends house while I was...you know. Don’t read many novels these days but Everybody...